Companies that drive the global economy

**ACTIVE** reflects our comprehensive approach to data capture and maintenance for LexisNexis® Corporate Affiliations and our commitment to providing you with data that is Accurate, Complete, and Timely.

Our entity recognition software identifies patterns and connections

- **PATTERN ANALYSIS**
- **CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS**

Data verified by our expert researchers and analysts

- We don’t rely on an internally assigned company number to match information in the public domain.

Unique relational data structure

- Supports development of full corporate linkage giving you deeper insights into a corporate family tree.

Follow mergers, spin-offs and acquisitions through resolution

- Dedicated M&A
- Breaking news
- Transactional information
- Integrated business profiles

**MergerTrack™**

Constantly updated to ensure our ACT commitment

Every day, our Natural Language Processing software:

- Tracks 400,000+ global sources
- Processes over one million documents
- Reads over 500 million words daily

In a fast-moving corporate world, data comes from structured and unstructured content. Data discovered through entity recognition, semantic processing and matching is given context by our researchers and analysts who ensure the quality of data.